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                    Dunottar News       

To keep up to date with news from Dunottar in between monthly newsletters, visit 

www.dunottarschool.com, find us on Facebook, Instagram or follow us on twitter. 

Our pupils have enjoyed a variety of 
trips and visits this half term, 
extending their learning outside of 
the classroom.  During the Easter 
holidays, our young cricketers went 
to Almeria, Spain, for pre-season 
training and another group of pupils 
travelled to Madrid to meet their 

Spanish exchange partners at Colegio Gondomar de 
Galapagar.  We then played host to our French friends 
from St Augustin in Angers, enjoying many activities 
together including collaborating on a bilingual Art project 
at the National Gallery.  I joined the Year 9 pupils for a 
valuable and reflective day in Ypres, Belgium, visiting the 
battlefields of World War 1. 
  
It was a real pleasure to watch our Summer Showcase 
concert at St John’s Church featuring a wide range of 
musical performances from jazz bands to string quartets, 
drums to the electric guitar, and a wonderful selection of 
ensemble, duet and solo singers.   
  
Earlier this month, four teams of athletes competed in 
the District Athletics competition at K2 in Crawley where 
we were placed 5th overall – an incredible achievement 
for a small school.  Well done to all our athletes.    
  
With the warmer weather, pupils have been making the 
most of our beautiful surroundings at Dunottar.  Art club 
has been using the outdoor classroom for creative 
projects, our budding bee-keepers have been tending 
the Dunottar hives, and pupils have been enjoying the 
new Teqball tables, generously funded by the PTA. 
  
The newly opened Sixth Form centre has been a huge hit 
with our Sixth Form pupils.  It provides a dedicated, 
university-style space in which to study and 
socialise.  The enabling works for the new Assembly Hall 
and Performing Arts classrooms began in the Easter 
holidays, with ground clearance and utilities 
configuration taking place. 
  
For our Year 11 and Year 13 pupils, the focus is now on 
GCSE and A Level examinations.  We wish every one of 
them all the very best.  They are all capable of achieving 
great things. 
 
  
Mark Tottman 
Headmaster 

May 2019 

Friday 5th April: A very early flight for us 
today! On arrival we dropped off our 
suitcases and went off to find our 
‘barrio’. Our hotel was perfectly 
situated near the museums and right 
opposite the beautiful XIXth century 
Atocha station. To protect ourselves 
from the temperamental weather we 
aimed for the tropical garden. After sampling a selection of tapas 
and making the most of a sunny interval, we took a stroll through 
the impressive El Retiro park. Under sunnier circumstances, we 
would have taken a rowboat ride or visited the stunning Palacio de 
Cristal. 
 

Adventures in Madrid 

continued overleaf…  



 

 

  
Open Mornings 

 

Thursday 27th June 

(10.15 for 10.30 start) 

 
 

Our Open Mornings are designed to give you a real 
insight into a typical school day.  You will hear from 

Mark Tottman, Headmaster, tour the school  
to see lessons taking place and  

chat with staff and pupils.   
 

To book call us on 01737 761 945.   
We look forward to seeing you at Dunottar! 

 

 

Diary Reminders 
 

Fri 24 May School breaks up at 4pm  
Mon 3 Jun Pupils return to school 
Mon 3 – Fri 7  
Jun  Internal exam week   
Wed 5 Jun PTA meeting 
Mon 10 Jun Music Scholars’ Masterclass   
Mon 10 Jun Music Scholars’ Recital 
Sat 15—Mon  
17 Jun  Silver DofE expedition  
Wed 12 Jun Yr 7 Trip to Tilgate Nature Centre 
Tue 18 Jun MFL Poetry Live Competition 
Wed 19 Jun Yr 12 History Trip to Hampton Court Palace 
Wed 19 Jun Scholars’ presentation evening 
Wed 26 Jun Prize Giving evening  
Thu 27 Jun Open Morning 
Fri 28 Jun Mufti Day and rainbow bake sale 
Sat 29 Jun PTA Summer Party 
Sat 29 Jun Chamber Ensemble concert 
Mon 1 Jul Yr 12 UCAS evening for parents and pupils 
Tue 2 Jul New Year 7 induction day 
Thu 4 Jul Sports Day 
Fri 5 Jul  School breaks up at 12noon 
 
 
 
 

 
See full calendar at www.dunottarschool.com  

 

Saturday 6th April:  We aimed for Puerta del Sol 
to start our 2h30 guided tour which plunged us 
into el Madrid de los Austrias. Despite the rain 
and thanks to our enthusiastic and 
knowledgeable guide, we discovered the 
oldest streets of the city and the history behind 
them. A stop at the covered gastronomic 
temple that is the popular Mercado San Miguel 
enabled us to sample a variety of freshly 
prepared pastelería, gourmet tapas, olives or 
baked goods. We then headed for Plaza Mayor, via 
Hemingway’s favourite restaurant, the iconic Botin 
(supposedly the oldest restaurant in the world), to eat los 
bocadillos de calamares at the famous La Campana. Early 
evening, we visited the Museo Reina Sofia where we 
discovered the work of Rogelio López Cuenca and saw 
Guernica, one of Picasso’s most famous works, painted after 
the bombing of the Basque town during the Spanish Civil War.  
 
Sunday 7th April:  We wandered around the stalls of the most 
famous flea market in La Latina: El Rastro. We explored its 
little antique and vintage stores within its side streets and 
hidden plazas. It was a very colourful experience! The 
highlight of our day was our stop at the Chocolateria San 
Gines for chocolate y churros. We are still talking about it! 
 
That evening the Year 10 students attended an amazing 
exhibition: Dialogues by Mat Collishaw, before joining us at El 
Prado museum to see work by El Greco, Velázquez, Goya and 
El Bosco, to name a few.  
 
Monday 8th April:  At last, we 
were able to meet up with our 
Spanish correspondents at 
Colegio Gondomar de 
Galapagar. We practised our 
Spanish and cooked torrijas.   
 
Tuesday 9th April:  Our last day 
was spent at the 
Monasterio del Escorial with 
our Spanish friends before 
heading off to the airport in 
the evening.  
 
Despite the awful weather, we 
all had a fabulous time and 
wish we had had more time 
with our pen friends. We are 
very much looking forward to 
welcoming them in 2020. 
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Year 7 students have spent a half term studying news 

articles on “The Day”, a news app that aims to bring 

the world into the classroom. Pupils are offered a wide 

range of articles, encompassing national and 

international politics, economics, science, technology, 

arts and media, health, sport, and the environment.  
 
Head of English, Mrs Lewis, reports: “The pupils 

already have access to online fiction via our eplatform 

library lending system. We wanted to encourage them 

to read more nonfiction. Nowadays, if tech-savvy 

students need information, they have immediate 

access to it from their devices. We modernised our 

nonfiction unit by ditching our PowerPoints and 

replacing them with a curriculum that is fresh and 

flexible, that is always current and that constantly 

changes. Most importantly, all the nonfiction reading 

material is accessed through the students’ iPads. The 

pupils also independently read articles of their choice, 

keeping the reading material relevant to their 

interests.  

The lessons have inspired a range of analytical, writing 

and speaking activities, including philosophical 

debate. For students who wanted to learn more about 

a particular subject, there have been opportunities for 

wider research through links to other articles and 

YouTube videos.  

 
In a post-course questionnaire, 65% of the students 

said that, since they started reading The Day, they 

have become more interested in the news. 

 
By laying the groundwork in Year 7, pupils have three 

years to expand their range of vocabulary and 

awareness of the wider world. This creates a solid 

foundation for GCSE English language in which they 

analyse nonfiction articles and write to express a 

viewpoint. 

 
Pippa Smithson, deputy head, says: “Pupils want to 

know that their learning is relevant and current. They 

really engaged with these lessons, 

enjoyed lively debates and proved 

that they have an empathy and 

understanding beyond the Reigate 

bubble.” 

Year 7 English Lessons Based on News App 

 

The Geopolitics Club and a number of Dunottar 
Scholars attended a lecture given by Danny Dorling 
(professor of Geography at Oxford University) on Brexit 
and the end of the Empire. Using multiple data sets, 
Danny Dorling demonstrated the correlations in 
different measurements between the Leave and 
Remain votes and challenged the media suggestions 
that the Leave vote was a largely poorer, working class 
Northern protest. He argued that the historical vestiges 
of our Empire building and our perceived self- 
importance at being 'Great' had, in part, led to Brexit. 
This has also been exacerbated by the period of 
austerity meaning that people did not perceive their 
living standards improving and therefore, he argued, 
the EU policies and immigration were used to promote 
the Leave campaign. 

 
 
 
 

Whether you agree with Danny Dorling's political 
stance or not, it gave us plenty of food for thought and 
discussion. 

Danny Dorling on Brexit  
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On the 29th April, pupils from Years 12 and 13 stepped inside the newly built, state-of-the-art Sixth Form Centre 

for the first time.  We caught up with pupils to see what they thought of the new space.  

 
 

Pupil Year Award Subject  

Jazmine G 10 Academic Distinction Art 

Lucas P 11 Academic Distinction Art 

Lilly W 10 Academic Distinction Art 

Sharika P 12 Academic Distinction English 

Tallulah W 7 Academic Distinction Spanish 

    

Be Outstanding... 
Well done to all our pupils who have shown curiosity, 
creativity and commitment across the curriculum this 
half term.  We are delighted to be able to recognise 
some of the most inspiring examples here.    

New Sixth Form Centre is Open!  

“Having the independence and 

the space to study in the silent 

study room or the café area, or 

the collaborative study room with 

other sixth formers who are there 

to work too, has made getting my 

head down and studying so much 

easier and it’s starting to show in 

the work I’m producing.” 
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Trips & Visits 

Year 9 Visit WWI Battlefields 

Year 9 students recently visited Ypres in Belgium as part 
of their curriculum studies of the First World War. The 
students visited two Commonwealth cemeteries, Essex 
Farm and Tyne Cot. In the former, they saw the grave of 
local Dorking boy, Valentine Joe Strudwick, who was 
the youngest British soldier killed in action aged 15. We 
then contrasted these cemeteries with the German 
cemetery at Langemark. A real feel for the battlefield 
was gained by seeing Hill 60 and students were able to 
see just how close the opposing enemy front lines were 
at some stages of the war. The final visit was to the 
museum at Passchendaele. We really benefited from 
the knowledge of our guides throughout the day.  
 
Before returning home, we had time to spend in Ypres 
itself where much Belgian chocolate was bought. The 
trip is so important for students to really bring the 
history to life for them and to experience it beyond the 
confines of the classroom. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Visit From Our French Correspondents  
Our 29 French friends from St Augustin in Angers spent 
two days with us during their visit to England. On 25th 
April they attended an array of classes including History, 
Art and Poetry. They learned to make cheese scones in 
Food & Nutrition and created personalised key rings in 
Design & Technology. They tried their hand at cricket 
and discovered the school grounds through an Easter 
egg hunt. They also spent time with our Year 8 students 
during lunch and break time. 
 
On 26th April our Warrior Linguists from Year 8 joined 
them to work on our bilingual Art project at the 
National Gallery. Collaborative worked prevailed! 
They then had a little bit of down time at Covent 
Garden. We then had to wish them farewell until our 
planned visit to Angers in April 2020.  
 
Here is what two of our students had to say about their 
time in London with them. 
 

“It was so much fun! We have so much in common!” 
Lewis 
 

“I really enjoyed the work we had to carry out on two 

paintings at the National Gallery using French and 

English.” Dhara 
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We would like to take this opportunity to introduce 

Dunottar School’s new Student Heads of School Team.  

Our new Head of School is Sharika, who joined the school 

in September 2017 at the beginning of Year 11. Despite 

transferring to a new school at such a late stage in her 

GCSEs Sharika has settled in brilliantly, and you would not 

be able to tell her apart from students who have been in 

the school for much longer. Sharika has a passion for 

theatre and you may recognise her as the title character 

in Othello from the Royal Shakespeare Schools 

performance in Leatherhead. She would particularly like 

to develop the community feel of Dunottar and would 

like to be an approachable leader of the student body 

that younger students feel they can go to for support and 

advice.  

Sharika will be ably assisted by Deputy Head of School, 

Joshua who was also her sidekick in Othello, playing Iago. 

Another theatrical enthusiast, you may recognise Josh 

from roles such as the Tin Man in 2016’s production of 

the Wizard of Oz, or more recently the vicious Accountant 

Manager in The Producers. Joshua has perfected the art 

of amusing speeches and we look forward to hearing 

some of those in the near future.  

The second Deputy Head of School position will be 

fulfilled by Louisa, who is more prevalent within the 

School’s sporting roster and has represented the school 

in Netball, Lacrosse, Rounders and Athletics – she is 

currently captain of the 2nd VII Netball team. Louisa is 

now completing her Gold Duke of Edinburgh award and 

the school look forward to seeing photos of her at the 

Palace in the near future.  

Ten students from Year 12 put themselves forward for 

these positions in a truly competitive field; they wrote a 

letter of application to the Headmaster, had interviews 

with the Senior Leadership Team, gave a speech to the 

whole school. Teachers and pupils then voted for their 

preferred candidates. Five candidates were shortlisted 

and interviewed by Mr Tottman and from these our Head 

of School and two deputies were selected. All of the 

students presented themselves professionally and 

delivered all that was required of them with aplomb; 

several have gone on to become Heads of House or fulfil 

other roles within the school community. We are 

incredibly proud of all the students who applied and wish 

the best of luck to our new Heads of School.  

A huge thank you to our outgoing Heads of School – 

Olivia (Head of School), Sophie (Deputy Head of School), 

Finn (Head of School Sport) and Sara (Senior Prefect).  

Introducing the New Heads of School 

On Tuesday 14th May, some of our current art scholars 

worked with the local artist Barbara Marshfield. They 

were introduced to new processes and different tools 

and challenged to produce a sculpture carved from 

recycled building materials. We were able to use the 

outdoor classroom spaces and enjoyed the good 

weather. 

Art Scholars’ Workshop 
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Photography: Images of the Week 
Each week, Mr Huxley chooses a selection of images that his 
photography pupils have created to be his “images of the week”. This 
week sees some thought-provoking images on the theme of mental 
health by Taylor in Year 12.  

 

 

 

On the afternoon of Wednesday 1st May we took 26 sports scholars from Years 10, 
11 and 12 to the University of Kent. The purpose of this trip was to give our 
scholars an insight into what goes on inside a sports science lab, as well as giving 
students an understanding of what university life is like, particularly for those 
interested in pursing a career in sport. The afternoon consisted of students 
completing three different workshops on; speed and agility, strength and power, 
and muscle function. It was great to see how interested and engaged all of the 
students were, as well as seeing their competitive nature come out when carrying 
out the different tests. We hope to give our sports scholars in Years 7, 8 and 9 the 
same opportunity to go on this trip in a few years’ time. 

Sports Scholars Visit Sports Science Lab 

A Fun Farewell for Year 11 
Year 11 celebrated their last day before the exams began with an 
inflatable obstacle course, a picnic and a Mr Whippy ice cream. There 
was laughter, reminiscing and a few tears, but they all left with happy 
memories of their time at Dunottar. They have a busy few weeks ahead 
of them and then the luxury of a long summer without any work 
obligations. I wish them all well and look forward to welcoming back 
those who are joining us in the Sixth Form.  Mrs Jackson 
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The School has bought two beehives after 
being approached by Vince Gallo, who is 
completing a PhD about the formation 
and use of honeycombs at Queen Mary 
University of London.   
 
The retired software engineer attempted 

to build a software bee and realised that there was more 
to be learnt about the detailed behaviour of bees. This 
triggered his decision to develop his 10-year hobby of 
avid beekeeping into a Phd. 
 
Vince, now a weekly visitor to the school, keeps control 
hives for his experiments at Dunottar, and these sit 
behind Dunottar’s hives.  
 
Dunottar’s Head of Food and Nutrition, Ruth Macintyre, 
has started a beekeeping club, which gives the students a 
chance to work closely with the bees and to harvest 
Dunottar honey. 
 

She said: “Bees are an absolutely fascinating insect, and I 
know that the students are going to love learning more 
about them. I know I have! We are extremely lucky to 
have the help of Vince to set up the project and guide us 
through the first season.” 

 
 

There’s a Buzz in the Air at Dunottar 

 

  

Summer Showcase 
Concert  

On 16th May Dunottar held its annual 
Summer Showcase at St John's Church, 
featuring a wide range of musical 
performances from pupils of all ages. It 
was lovely to have all of Year 7 involved: 
firstly as one big choir and later in the 
programme, as form groups. Other items 
featured were our string quartet, jazz 
band, training orchestra, chamber choir, 
and boys' singing group 'Dunottar Drops 
the Mic''. There were many duets and 
solo performances ranging from Rossini 
to Ed Sheeran. Well done to all those 
involved; we are very proud of everyone's 
musical achievements. 
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Giant Chess 
Pupils can now enjoy an al fresco game of chess, thanks to 
our new giant chess set. Watch out for Mr Tottman’s weekly 
challenges on twitter!  

 

 

 

It has been a very busy half term for our DofE participants and staff as we have 
already completed practice expeditions for Bronze, Silver and Gold. The number 
of pupils doing their awards has grown considerably this year across all levels 
and we are looking forward to seeing many complete their award by the end of 
the summer term.  
 
Bronze 
On 27th-28th April, around 70 pupils from Year 9 embarked on their first DofE 
expedition for the Bronze award. The first day involved all ten teams walking to 
High Ashurst Campsite near Box Hill. Each team walked with a qualified DofE 
Leader who trained the pupils in navigation and expedition skills while on route. 
On the second day, the teams safely and successfully navigated their way to 
Dorking Station. We are looking forward to seeing them complete their 
qualifying expedition in the Ashdown Forest in September.  
 
Silver 
Over the May Bank Holiday, 26 Year 10s completed their Practice Expedition in 
the South Downs around Polegate and Alfriston. After a little drizzle and cold 
winds on the first day, the teams had blue sky and good conditions for the final 
two days and all pupils showed great resilience and teamwork. Their qualifying 
expedition will take place in the New Forest in June. 
 
Gold 
During the Easter holidays, seven of our Year 12s went to Wales for their practice 
expedition in the Brecon Beacons. As well as two days of training and 
orientation, they completed a three-day walk around many of the main (and 
lesser known) beautiful parts of the National Park. All pupils showed great 
determination and were well organised as a team. Their qualifying expedition 
will be in the Lake District this July.  

Duke of Edinburgh News  

Year 13 Leavers 
Wishing all of our Year 13 pupils the very best of 
luck with their A level exams and with the next 
exciting chapter of their lives!  
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PTA 
 

Summer is on its way and the PTA have been shopping! 
Traditionally PTA fundraising is directed towards 
requests for resources from teachers.  However, we 
decided to turn things around, so we went to meet our 
Student Voice. We asked them: 
 
What would you spend money on if you had any?  If we 
gave you some money what would you buy for your 
school?   What do you need? What do you want? 
 
We sent the Student Voice away to discuss amongst 
themselves/friends and if they felt they had valid 
resourcing requests, to submit a formal request to the 
PTA.  Thank you Student Voice for your valued input that 
enabled us to go shopping for your school. 
 
The School now have two football goals that can be used 
(out of tennis season) on the courts at lunch 
times.  There are going to be three new picnic tables 
outside for students to enjoy using at break times.   
 
And, Teqball has arrived at Dunottar.  Teqball? What is 
that? We asked the same question and then did our 
research.  Teqball is a multi-sport outdoor table 
resembling a table tennis table but with curved edges 
upon which students can play Teqball versions of 
volleyball, ping pong, tennis, football and catch.   
 
Shopping complete, we are now busy planning our 
Dunottar PTA Summer Party and as usual praying for 
good weather.  If you haven’t bought your tickets yet, 
please do and bring friends and family with you (adults 
only!) We are excited that ‘Funkee Junkee’ are joining us 
and, if their reputation is anything to go by, they will 
have us up and dancing.  We have the Paella man 

cooking up a feast in the garden, our usual well stocked 
bar with plenty of Pimms and for desert - strawberries/
chocolate brownies and cream! 
 
Please can we also remind you about: 
 
* Dunottar PTA Lottery - http://
www.dunottarschoolpta.co.uk/lottery  
* Easy Fundraising -  
https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/
Dunottarpta/  
 
Please sign up, it really doesn’t take long and helps your 
school. 
 
We wish you all a happy summer and to all our students, 
whether sitting internal or external exams, the very, 
very, very BEST OF LUCK. 
 
See you on Saturday 29th June at our Summer Party. 
 
PTA  

PTA News 

http://www.dunottarschoolpta.co.uk/lottery
http://www.dunottarschoolpta.co.uk/lottery
https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/Dunottarpta/
https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/Dunottarpta/
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From the 11th - 14th April 2019 we took 41 pupils and 4 
members of staff out to Desert Springs, Cuevas del 
Almanzora, Almería, Spain for a pre-season cricket 
training camp.  
 
Dunottar PE staff were met at 03:45 in the morning by 
41 boys and girls from Year 7 to Year 10, who were full 
of excitement for the trip ahead. Upon arrival at Desert 
Springs, the group took part in a two-hour fielding 
practice on the practice ground, working on a range of 
skills such as slip catching, high catching, under arm pick 
up and throw. After this, the group spent an hour by the 
pool (which was very cold!) before heading out for our 
first dinner. At this point, it is most definitely worth 
mentioning that the food we as a 
group received throughout 
the week was exceptional 
and the resort were more 
than happy to cater for 
everyone's individual 
needs.  
 
On Day 2 all pupils took 
part in a three-hour net 
session and a three-hour 
middle practice, focusing 
on more match specific 
skills. The grass wickets 
provided a new challenge 
for the pupils, who have 
spent most of their time training on hard and quick 
indoor surfaces. Each individual that batted will reap the 
benefits in the summer of having spent time practicing 
on the brilliant grass surfaces.  
 
On Day 3 we were lucky enough to be invited to play a 
fixture on the match ground against Sheffield Collegiate, 

a very strong club side most famous for the upbringing 
of England Captain Joe Root and his younger brother 
from Glamorgan CC, Billy. Interestingly, Joe Root's dad 
and Desert Springs Cricket owner Matt Root were there 
watching our fixture, which was his first ever viewing on 
the ground he has invested so much money and time on. 
Whilst this match was also going on, half of the Dunottar 
pupils where playing in an Inner School match which we 
named the Desert Springs XI vs Desert Kings XI on the 
practice ground, which was an exceptionally close 
contest.  
 
Both matches were played in a fantastic spirit and 
although we came out second best vs Sheffield 
Collegiate, we had some excellent individual 

performances 
most noticeably 
from Henry O who 
bowled very economically 
and Advaith B, who 
opened the batting 
against boys much older 
than him and did not look 
out of place.  
 
The trip was a wonderful 
experience for all 
involved and we 
have received great 
feedback from parents. 

The pupils were phenomenally well behaved and this 
was noted by the cabin crew from EasyJet on our return 
flight home. The temperature stayed consistent at 
around 25 degrees and the scenery whilst training and 
playing matches was breath-taking. It is definitely a trip 
we will look to re-run in the future.  
 

Sport 

Cricket Tour to Desert Springs  
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Sport 

At the back end of last term our U15 boys made it all the 
way to the county indoor cricket final narrowly losing in 
the final to a strong Lanfranc Academy. Along their way 
they managed to beat George Abbot, Reigate 
Grammar, Ernest Bevan, Woking High and The Beacon 
School. This set Dunottar up brilliantly for the start of the 
2019 cricket season. 
 
This term has started superbly with record numbers 
attending both morning and after school practices for 
lower and upper school. The girls U15 side have won 2 
out of their first 3 county cup smash it matches and look 
set for a finals day later in the term. While the U15 boys 
team have managed to go the first half of the term 
unbeaten.  
 
The U14 girls have had a brilliant start to their cricket 
season beating Epsom college in a fixture that went 
down to the final over. Strength and depth within the 
squad means that all the girls have the ability to 
bowl consistently and score runs, helping the team to 
post large scores.  
 
The U14 boys have had a tough start to the season 
playing against strong opposition, who have been quick 
to capitalise on any mistakes made. Numbers at training 
after school have been good and lots of progress has 
been made with regards to bowling accuracy. A big focus 
after half term on batting will help this team to set and 
chase targets with more efficiency and confidence.  
 
The U13 girls have enjoyed a mixture of 'hard ball' and 
'soft ball' cricket this term. They have enjoyed success vs 
St Johns in their first 'hard ball' fixture of the year. Lots 
of improvement at training has occurred through 
determination, particularly with the team’s bowling.  
 
The U13 boys side have made big improvements 
in recent weeks with their bowling accuracy and this has 
lead to success, particularly in the county cup where 

they are currently through to the second round after an 
impressive 155 run chase for the loss of no wickets to 
City of London Freemans U13s.  
 
The U12 boys sides (both A and B) have had a brilliant 
start to the season both unbeaten in their Saturday 
cricket having comfortably beaten Epsom College, St 
Johns as well as Wellington Grammar in the first round 
of the county cup.  
 
The girls U12 sides have shown excellent tenacity in 
learning for what some of them is a completely new skill 
and have taken to the game brilliantly. They have played 
their first ever 'hard ball' game of cricket which resulted 
in a narrow loss to a strong St Johns side. Recent 
victories over Radnor House at both A and B team level 
showed the girls execute some brilliant fielding and 
accurate bowling that they have been working on since 
the start of term.  
 
 
 

Cricket 

Congratulations to Jasper S 
who received an award 
after taking 5 wickets for 
16 runs in 3 overs against 
Epsom college on Saturday 
27th April 2019. This 
included a hat trick which is 
a fantastic effort. Jasper’s 5 
wickets included 4 clean 
bowled and one caught in 
the outfield.  

Cricket Award 



 

 

 

Year after year Dunottar teams are coming back from the 
District Athletics (Year 9+) with even more success and 
medals. On Friday 10th May, we took four teams (Junior 
Boys, Junior Girls, Intermediate Boys and Intermediate 
Girls) to compete at K2, Crawley. 
 
As a proud but small school we focus on 'punching above 
our weight' and we most certainly did that. Competing 
against all other schools in the district (state and 
independent), Dunottar placed 5th overall, which is a 
tremendous achievement and testament to the 
aspiration and tenacity displayed by the students. Below 
is a detailed summary of our points scorers on the day. A 
record number of 11 Dunottar students have 
subsequently been selected to represent South Surrey at 
the Surrey Schools' Championships. 
 
Junior Girls - 6th Overall 
Romilly H 3rd - Javelin 
Lottie B 5th - 800m 
Abigail G 6th- Hurdles 
Isabella J 6th - High Jump 
Ellie T 6th - Javelin 
4x100m Relay (Daisy, Lottie, Ruby and Romilly) 6th 
Eliza A 7th - Discus 
 
Junior Boys - 3rd Overall 
Rudi H 1st - Long Jump  
Harry S 2nd - Long Jump 
Tom W 2nd - Discus 
James WE 2nd - Triple Jump 
Tom W 3rd - Shot Put 
James WE 5th - Hurdles 
James WE 6th - 300m 
4x100m Relay (Rudi, James, Harry and Sean) 7th 
Ollie D 8th - Shot Put 

Inter Girls - 7th 
Lily CJ 1st - Javelin 
4x100m Relay (Lily, Freya, Sophie and Rebecca) 2nd 
Emily 5th - Javelin 
Sophie 5th - 200m 
 
Inter Boys - 3rd 
Harvey C 1st - Triple Jump 
Cameron L 2nd - Hurdles  
Josh V 2nd - Long Jump 
Harvey C 3rd - Long Jump 
Josh V 3rd - High Jump 
Cameron L 6th - Javelin 
Kieron E 8th - 800m 
4x100m Relay (Harvey, Cameron, Codey, Josh, Kieron and 
Tom)- 8th 
 
There was County Championships success on the 
weekend too. Lily threw a PB to finish 2nd in the county 
at U17 Javelin and Olivia jumped 5.52m to finish with the 
bronze medal in the U20 Long Jump. 
 
As I'm sure you'll agree, an excellent couple of days for 
athletics at Dunottar. As one of, if not, the smallest school 
competing at the district event, our results are fantastic 
and certainly turned some heads. We look forward to 
seeing how the Year 7 and Year 8 teams fare in their 
respective district competition later in the summer term. 
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